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4. What is monetary PolicY ?

5. What is juglar cYcle ?

6. Define near money. (6x1=6)

PART - B

(Short answer tYPe questions)

Answer any 6 questions.

7. What do you mean by Neo Classical Synthesis ?

8. Briefly explain the concept of sacrifice ratio.

9. Distinguish between major,. minor and very long period trade cycles.

10. Define inside money and point out its features.

P.T.O.
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11. Explain the concept of Natural Rate of unemployment'

12. What are the factors influencing supply of money in an economy ?

13. Explain the major causes of business cycles'

14. What do you mean by LegalTender Money ?

PART - C

(Short essaY tYPe questions)

Answer any 4 questionsr",,,,F";o.,|i,"'ji- 
" .' 

:' r-'' ,,f:t
15. Diagrammatically exptain{onO ruQ ?,, ' ""

16. Briefly explain Hick's theory of'#adii'oy0[6'' ' '
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17. Explain different phas bueiness oycle'

(6x2=12)

\
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19.

20.

18. Give a short essay on the typf;F" W'

Explain the features of

Write a short essay on

22. Write an essay on Samuelson's theory of trade cycles'

23. Explain Tobin's approach to demand for-money'

24. Givean account on Hawtray's Theory of trade cycle'

#r (4x3=12)

(2x5=10)

Answer anY 2ques{ions : ; ."
. . ,J rii.

21. Explain the derivation of lS curvbl
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PART - A

Answer all queslions. Each carries one mark.

1. Define inflation.

2. What is nreney ?

3. What is seigniorage ?

4. Define trade. cycle.

5. What is meant by supply of money ?

6. What is general equilibrium ?

PART - B
Ansrrrer any six questions. Each carries two marks.

7. What do you ilEan by sacrifice ratio ?

B. WhaT iS NAIRU ?

9. Urhat b adrytirr€ expedafkln ?

10- t\rharisiltt ?

t l. Defsile kt aurey.

(1x6=6)

P.T.O.
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12. Explain disinflation.

13. What is Phillip's curve ?

14. What do you rrean by monetary policy ? (2x6=12)

PART - C

15- Explain the difficulties of barter system.

'16. Describe the causes of inflation.

17. Explain classical quantity theory of money.

18. Explain Hawtret's theory of trade cycle. :

19. \,Vhat is the difference between inside and outside money ?

20. Write a note on Fisher effmt. (4x3=12)

PART - D

Ansrarer any two,questions. Each canies five marks.

21. Explain the quantitative instruments of monetary policy.

22. What are the functions of nrcney ? ' ': l

23. Write a note on the restalement of quantity theory of money.

24. Explain the derivation of lS curve. r' (5x2=t0)


